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SUMMARY

In utility buildings there is nowadays a need for
flexibility in maintenance and installation of the
lighting system. Therefore a study is being carried
out on a light control system which provides this
flexibility at the Advanced Development of Lamp
Circuitry of the Philips Light group. This light
control system is based on decentralized intelligence.
This means that every luminaire possesses an
intelligent unit that is capable of receiving,
processing and sending communication signals.
Communication is carried out in the frequency band of
100-150 kHz. For the system it is assumed that the
power lines for lighting are used for lighting
separately from the electric mains. Through this, the
interference in the electric mains can be kept out of
the "lighting cables" by placing a blocking filter at
every tap. These blocking filters isolate at the same
time different groups of luminaires from each other.

In this report, a research has been described on the
feasibility of communication on power lines in the
frequency band of 100-150 kHz. First the conditions for
which the lighting cable can be used as a transmission
line are determined. A model for the lighting cable is
derived to simulate the behaviour of the blocking
filters in the electric mains and the lighting cables.
Second, the design of the blocking filters is
described. Designing a filter that can be used in power
cables is not a simple task. The filter has to be able
to conduct the power current of 50 Hz and it is
terminated by the power cables which do not represent a
fixed impedance. The design has been developed with
means of passive filter techniques and computer
simulation and optimization programs.

The resulting filter network is rather complex.
However, it is built with passive components which are
capable of handling the transients in the electric
mains. The 50 Hz power current has no influence on the
filter characteristics. The filter gives an attenuation
of at least 40 dB in both directions, thus providing a
very good suppression of interference at the frequency
band of 100-150 kHz. Inserting a filter between the
electric mains and the lighting cable at every 16 A
group, communication will be no problem.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1. INTRODUCTION

1

In utility buildings there is nowadays a need for
flexibility in maintenance and installation of the
lighting system. Therefore a study is carried out on a
light control system which provides this flexibility,
at the Advanced Development of Lamp Circuitry of the
Philips Light group. The system is managed by an
infrared remote control, capable of switching on and
off and dimming the luminaires. There can be also many
different detectors placed in the ceilings, such as
presence detectors and daylight detectors, carrying out
the same functions. Using this system one does not need
the common switches in the walls anymore. Therefore
offices can be easily made bigger or smaller, without
removing or replacing cables. In addition, the
detectors provide an efficient use of the energy
because no luminaires will burn, or burn too hard,
unnecessarily.

This light control system, cal led Mini Light Control
System (MLCS), is based on decentralized intelligence.
This means that every luminaire possesses an
intelligent unit that is capable of receiving,
processing and sending communication signaIs.
Communication is done in the frequency band of 100-150
kHz. The communication medium is the power line for
lighting. Therefore the communication signals as weIl
as the power current which feeds the lamps, use the
same conductors. This eliminates the need for an extra
communication cabIe, which increases the flexibility of
the system and brings down the installation costs
considerably.

In this system all the luminaires of one floor can
communicate with each other. Each floor is divided up
in groups of luminaires and every group draws a
maximum current of sixteen amperes. The set up of the
system assumes that the groups of sixteen amperes used
for lighting are separated from the rest of the
electricity cables. Through this, the interference in
the electric mains can be kept out of the lighting
system by placing a blocking filter at every tap of
sixteen amperes.

These blocking filters isolate at the same time the
different floors from each other, so that no one on
one floor can tease his neighbours on other floors
by switching their lights on and off. But the filters
also isolate the different groups of sixteen amperes on
one and the same floor from each other. Therefore a
coupling between the different groups has to be made
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behind the filters. This set up is illustrated in
figure 1.1.

3

In an earl ier graduation assignment, the concept design
of the communication protocol and the intelligent units
has been developed. More details about the system can
be found in the concerning report [1].

Following on that graduation assignment, a research has
been carried out on the feasibility of communication in
the frequency band of 100-150 kHz. The results of this
study are being described in this report. The next
chapters treat successively the properties of the
lighting cables, the interference on it and the
development of the blocking filter.
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2. POWER LINE COMMUNICATION

4

The power cables are the communication medium of the
Mini Light Control System (MLCS). A power cable does
not represent a normal transmission line with a fixed
characteristic impedance. It is designed to distribute
energy at 50 or 60 Hz with minimum losses and not to
conduct the three carrier frequencies between 100 and
150 kHz. In order to determine the conditions for which
the power line can be used as a transmission line, a
research has been carried out to determine its
properties.

In the next section a model will be derived for the
power line. Section 2 treats the reflections of the
line and their consequences on communication.
Reflections can be removed by placing a load equal to
the characteristic line impedance. Hence, in section 3
the characteristic line impedance of a power line will
be determined. In section 4, the maximal length of the
line will be derived.

2.1 Line model

In a transmission line, which is not terminated with
its characteristic line impedance, standing waves will
occur. The frequencies of these standing waves are
depending on the propagation speed in the line and on
the length of it.

fk = k* v (1)
4*1

where

fk = frequency of standing wave
k = 1,2,3, ...
v = propagation speed
1 = length of transmission line

Long, cylindrical conductors, parallel and external to
each other, as can be found in a transmission line,
have a total inductance per meter line

1 = 10-7 ( 1 + 4lnD
R

and a total capacitance

11é.oK

[H/m] (2 )

c = (3)
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where D is the distance between the centres of the two
cylinders, R is the radius of the conductors and K is
the uniform dielectric constant of all space external
to the wires [2, page 2-23 and 2-30] .

From (1), (2), and (3) i t follows that a model for a
transmission line of a certain length could look like
figure 2.1. The network contains infinite number of
inductors and capacitors, all infinitely small.

lAx/2 lAx
--J~•••_._.••_.

____C_A_xI-J ~AXI

lAX lAX/2

CAXI _

fig. 2.1. Model for a transmission line

The standing waves are represented by the resonance
frequencies of this network. The inductance and
capacitance per meter are the sum of the values of all
the inductors and capacitors, divided by the length of
the line, represented by the model.

A simplified model, which is limited in its resonance
frequencies has a finite number of inductors and
capacitors. Therefore the values láX and CáX change
into fixed values, Land C respectively. A finite
number of inductors and capacitors implies a highest
resonance frequency, corresponding with a highest
standing wave frequency f max .

f max = 1/2T"/:'zLC'

However, the power cable consists of three wires: Line,
Neutral and Earth. From the model for the transmission
line a power cable model can be derived by inspection
(figure 2.2), assuming that the wires are symmetrical
to each other.

Since communication takes place between Line and
Neutral, Earth can be left out of consideration. Thus,
the model can be simplified to the configuration of
figure 2.1, but C becomes 1,5 times larger (figure
2.3). In order to simulate the losses in the cable, the
resistance R is inserted.
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2.2. Reflections

If a transmission line is not loaded with its
characteristic line impedance, reflections will occur.
The duration and level of the reflections depend on
the magnitude of the reflection coefficient. Therefore
we must determine the maximum allowable reflection
coefficient.

The communication signals consist of digital
information. The signals are frequency shift keyed
(FSK) modulated by means of three carrier waves,
differing in frequency. One carrier wave represents a
digital 1, a second one represents a digital 0, and the
third one represents a clock signal. If there is a
transition from one frequency to another, the
reflections have to be suppressed below the selectivity
level of the receivers of MLCS, which is 20 dB, within
the time to recognize a bit. The number of reflections
that occur in this recognition time depends on the
length of the line and the propagation speed in it.

n = Y.-*.t
1 '

where

n = number of reflections
v = propagation speed in the line
1 = length of the line
t = time to recognize a bit.
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The reflections are damped with 20 dB, if

2010g [ ~) n] = -20 _> j> = 10-1/n,

where

7

~ = reflection coefficient.

The propagation speed in a power cable equals half the
velocity of light (this is a measured value, see
appendix I) and the time to recognize a bit is 100 ps
[1, page 59]. The maximum length of a lighting cable at
a 16 A tap is equal to 250 m (section 2.4). Then the
minimum number of reflections is 60 and the maximum
reflection coefficient is approximately 0,96.

Thus 0,96 is the maximum value for the reflection
coefficient. However, it would be preferable to have a
smaller value. This could be achieved by placing a
dissipative load working in the communication frequency
band with a value not too far from the characteristic
line impedance.

However, there is yet another reason to place a
dissipative load in the lighting cable. This is because
there can be incandescent lamps with thyristor dimming,
connected to the lighting cables, which produce a spike
every 10 ms. If these spikes are not dissipated, they
will run along the cable and disturb the communication
signals. Of course, if any luminaire is burning, the
cable is still terminated. However, this impedance is
not necessarily equal to the characteristic impedance
of the cable. Therefore the pulse may not be
sufficiently suppressed.

2.3. Characteristic line impedance

As pointed out in the previous section, the lighting
cable should be loaded with a resistance of which the
value is not too far from the characteristic line
impedance.
The characteristic line impedance Zc is [3, page 219]

Zc=~

where

Zo = impedance if the cable is open
Zs = impedance if the cable is shorted

If the losses, which are very small in a power cable,
are neglected, the characteristic impedance is
approximately equal to ~. For the three wire
lighting cable it follows that
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D D \l D i
10-7 * [1+4ln-]*ln[--- + V(2*R)2_1 ]

Zc = VI I 1, Sc i =, ------...;;.R-....,1f,=E=-o--:~=-*R:.....------"----

K is a factor which is dependent on the relative
electric permittivity of the isolation and the position
of the cable with respect to the surroundings (it could
be near the floor, in the ceiling, coiled up or
extended etc.). The isolation in power cables used for
lighting is made of materiaIs, having a relative
electric permeability of 2 to 3. Measurements indicated
that the influence of the surroundings on K was less
than 20%. In addition, the characteristic impedance
does not vary strongly with DIR for different power
cables due to its logarithmic relation. Therefore the
characteristic line impedance of different power cables
will not vary more than at most by a factor two. The
average value of the characteristic impedance is equal
to approximately 100 ohm, a value that was obtained for
the three wire cable used in the measurements (see
appendix I).

2.4. Installation of the termination

From section 2.2 and 2.3 it follows that a load should
be instalIed in the lighting cables. There is yet
another reason to put this load in the lighting cables.
The transmitters of the MLCS send a current into the
lighting cables. This results in a voltage which is
dependent on the impedance between Line and Neutral of
the lighting cables. To limit the dynamic range, it is
desirabIe to put an impedance working in the 100-150
kHz frequency band between Line and Neutral.

The only practical place to install the load is at the
output of the blocking filters. This is because it is
unpredictable were the remaining cabling will go. Since
we want a flexible system, the load must not be placed
somewhere in the ceiling.

In appendix I, graph 1.3 it is shown what the effect is
of the load on the impedance of the lighting cabIe. The
impedance of the cable cannot become larger than the
load impedance. This graph also shows that terminating
the cable at one side only does not remove the standing
waves at the frequencies of:
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f k
1 v= (k-2)2*1'

where

k = 1,2,3, ...
v = propagation speed
1 = length of transmission line
fk = frequency of standing wave,

9

the same frequencies for which the impedance of the
cable becomes zero (zero frequencies). Because we do
not want the signal level to differ at different points
in the cable, the zero frequencies may not become too
low. The absolute maximum length is 250 m. This length
implies a lowest zero frequency of

150*10 6
f 1 = 4*250 = 150 kHz.

Therefore, when the length of the cable is 250 m, there
remains no signal level at frequencies of 150 kHz at
the tap of 16 A. Thus, to limit differences in signal
level, the cable should be shorter than 250 m.

2.5. Conclusions

The power cable is suitable for comrnunication purposes
at 100-150 kHz. This is because of its low loss and low
propagation delay, similar to coax-cable. However,
there are some restrictions. It should be loaded at the
filter output with a resistive impedance of about lOOIt
the characteristic impedance, to suppress reflections
and spikes. The load is only required in the
comrnunication frequency band, because the system does
not suffer from disturbances outside this band. The
length of the cable should not be larger than 250 m to
prevent differences in signal level across the lighting
cable, caused by the reflections at the end of the
cable that is left open. For measurements and
illustrative results, underlining these statements, see
appendix I.
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3.THE BLOCKING FILTER

3.1. Interference and cross talk

10

The lighting network has to be made free of
interferences in the 100-150 kHz frequency range. Three
kinds of interferences are considered:

1) Signals coming from signalling equipment
2) Continuous noise
3) Spikes.

The amount of power of'the different kinds of
interferences is not allowed to exceed certain limits,
which are laid down by the standardization committee of
CISPR. These limits are related to the voltages which
arise, when the interference would be injected in an
artificial mains network. An artificial mains network
has the impedance of a resistor of 50n parallel with
an inductor of 50 pH.

electric
mains

lockin

f i 1 ter I----:---L.-----;-:-

FLOOR 1

signalling
equipment

noise

high voltage
peaks

lockin

f i 1 ter 1--__....1-__-

receiver

FLOOR 2

fig. 3.1. Interference sources in the electric mains
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Line 0------,-------,

Volt

5012. meter

511

11]1-----....-----1

sn

son

Neutral
fI----~------l

fig. 3.2. Equivalent schematic of
the artificial mains network

The signal power of signalling systems is not
continuous, because there are only signals when a
message is send. According to the standardization
comrnittee of CISPR the limit for signal power of
signalling systems is 5 mW, which means 0,39 V rms at
100 kHz on an artificial mains network. 0,39 V rms
corresponds with 112 dB (pV) (figure 3.3).

11

There is also a limit for the continuous noise in the
power cables. The maximum noise level (average
interference level) is 70 dB (pV) . But this is a maximum
average level for one noise source, for example one
luminaire. Several luminaires together make more noise.
Therefore it is assumed that the noise level can rise
to 80 dB(pV), even when every luminaire does not
produce more noise than the limit of 70 dB (pV) .

For spikes, coming from transient interference levels,
there is only a limit for the amplitude spectrum
density. The higher the spike, the shorter it must beo
This means that the spikes can be very high, up to
several thousands of Volts, for example when a power
installation is shorted and the fuse melts. These
peaks last for a few tenths of microseconds. Lower peak
values are coming from the switching power supplies of
computers or from drilling machines. They can last for
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more than 100 microseconds. The amplitude spectrum
density may not be higher than the limit for quasi-peak
values, which is 80 dB(~V).

The maximum allowable signal amplitude of 112 dB(~V)

and the maximum noise level of 80 dB(~V) has led to a
dynamic range of 30 dB of the receivers. To prevent
disturbance of the cornrnunication signals of MLCS by
signals coming from other signalling equipment,
blocking filters have to be installed (see figure 1.1).
The blocking filters have to attenuate signals on the
electric mains towards the lighting cables with at
least 30 dB, the dynamic range of the receivers. To
obtain a good safety margin, the specification for the
filter will be 40 dB.

The spikes will never be damped sufficiently. To absorb
the spikes as quickly as possible, resistive elements
can be included in the filter. Also the loading of the
lighting cables with their characteristic impedance
will help.

The other task of the blocking filters is to separate
different groups of lamps on different floors. A
transmission on floor 1, of 112 dB(~V), should not
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disturb comrnunication on floor 2. A cross talk from one
group to another can cause undesirable behaviour.
Therefore, to obtain a good safety margin, the
isolation between different floors has to be 50 dB.
This would require areverse attenuation of the
blocking filters of 10 dB (the filter of floor 2 will
already give an attenuation of 40 dB).

3.2. Filter specifications

In this section, the filter specifications will be
sumrned up. The first three specifications are derived
directly from the considerations of the previous
section. Some other specifications will get an
elucidation.

The filter design has to provide:

1) A stop-band from 100 to 150 kHz of at least 40 dB
from the mains network to the lighting cabIe.

2) A stop-band from 100 to 150 kHz of more than 10 dB
from the lighting cable to the mains network.

3) A filter, which will not be damaged by the
spikes, that sometimes occur.

4) Free passage of the power current to feed the
lamps.

5) A performance, independent of the loading of the
lighting network in the band of 100-150 kHz.

6) A volume, which is as small as possible.
7) An output impedance, larger than or equal to 10011,

the characteristic line impedance (chapter 2) .

Elucidation of some specifications:

5) The lighting network is an undefined load for the
filter. There could be all kinds of lamps instalIed,
varying from incandescent lamps to TL-tubes. Also
the number of lamps burning is unpredictable.
Therefore the filter design should be independent
of the impedance with which its output is loaded.

6) There is limited space in the fuse-box, containing
the sixteen ampere fuses. At every fuse, a filter
has to be instalIed.

7) As has been pointed out in chapter 2, the lighting
cable should be loaded with its characteristic
impedance, which is approximately equal to lOOn.
This load will prevent reflections and dissipate
spikes. Also the dynamic range of the comrnunication
signals is limited by this load.

When referring to the filter input in the following
sections, the electric mains at which the filter is
connected is meant. The filter output is the point of
connection to the lighting cabIe.
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3.3. Suppression of the interference between Line and
Neutral

At first a filter structure has to be found out which
is the best one to put in the power cables. The source
impedance is about Sn, the impedance of the electric
mains. The load impedance can have any value in the
complex right half plane, including the imaginary axis.
This is because the load impedance is formed by the
lighting cable which is loaded with an unpredictable
number of luminaires. The starting point of the filter
design is the most elementary form of a reciproke two
port, the network following from the impedance- or
admittance-matrix. The network representation of these
matrices is shown in figure 3.2. The impedance-matrix
implies a T-structure and the admittance-matrix
implies a ~-structure.

The T- and ~-structure can be designed with balanced
or unbalanced terminations. Because the impedance of
the electric mains is not equal to the impedance of a
lighting cable, loaded more or less, the design has to
be carried out with unbalanced terminations. This
means that in contrast to the design with balanced
terminations, the filter has not the same
characteristics from output to input as it has from
input to output. The characteristic is only defined
from input to output in filter tables.

The unbalanced design requires a defined load impedance
and a source impedance of On for the T-structure. The
q-structure, on the contrary, requires a defined
source impedance and no load impedance at all.

Zl -z12 z22- z 12 ~2

~ out in
[J

out- -
z12 Yll+ Y12 Y

22
+Y 12

fig. 3.2. T-structure and ~-structure

The lighting network has to be loaded with an impedance
of about 10011. Therefore the T-structure has to be
designed on a load impedance of lOOn (figure 3.3). The
~-structure has impedances smaller than sn between Line
and Neutral (branches Y11+Y12 and Y22+Y12), because it
is designed on a source impedance of sn, the impedance
of the mains network. Therefore it loads the lighting
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mains lighting Li

FILTER ~z Ne

ne

utral

fig. 3.3. Loading of the power cable

network with an impedance, a factor 20 or more lower
than 10011. To load the lighting network with an
impedance of lOOn, using the ~-structure, aserial
impedance of about lOOn has to be added at the output
of the filter (figure 3.4). The filter will be designed
on an attenuation of 40 dB from input to output in the
100-150 kHz frequency band. The minimum attenuation of
10 dB from output to input can not be designed.
However, this is no problem, the attenuation of 10 dB
is easily obtained. This is because the T-structure,
considering the attenuation from output to input, is
loaded with a low impedance of sn and the "-structure
is driven with a high impedance of lOOn (figure 3.3 and
3.4 considered from right to left) .

ngrnains 1 Ili~ti
T r

FILTER
J J
r r

z

fig. 3.4. Additional output impedance

To find out what the two structures will look like in
terms of filter networks, the filter characteristic has
to be determined. One can think of two types of filter
networks, when the 50 Hz current has to have free
passage through the filter and the 100-150 kHz
frequency band has to be suppressed, namely a low-pass
filter with a cut-off frequency between 50 Hz and 100
kHz or a band-stop filter with stop-band 100-150 kHz.
Choosing between those two, practice comes into
account.

If the 50 Hz current has to have free passage there
have to be inductors in the branches which conduct
this high current. When producing these inductors thick
wire has to be used and only a few windings,
considering the dissipation in the windings and the
temperature rise of the inductor due to this
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__Ic_1 cI__
out

in- out-

fig.3.5a. Low-pass filter fig.3.5b. Band-stop filter

dissipation. Because it is desirabIe to have small
filters, as few inductors as possible with a small
volume have to be used.

These considerations lead to one of the two filter
types. Both are synthesized according to the ~

structure with only one inductor in the branch leading
the 50 Hz current (figure 3.5). It can immediately be
seen that the band-stop filter will give the same
attenuation in the frequency band of 100-150 kHz with a
smaller inductor value L2, because the impedance of L2
is increased by C2 in the stop-band and the impedance
of Cl and C3 is diminished by L1 and L3. Therefore a
band-stop filter will be the most efficient one to give
free passage of 50 Hz current and to suppress the 100
150 kHz frequency band.

With this network two approximation methods can be used
for the frequency-amplitude characteristic: The
Butterworth approximation and the Chebyshev
approximation. The Butterworth characteristic gives a
maximally-flat pass-band and less attenuation in the
stop-band than the Chebyshev characteristic. The
Chebyshev approach has a ripple in the pass-band, but
gives more attenuation in the stop-band with the same
inductance; the more ripple in the pass-band, the more
attenuation in the stop-band.

Since the pass-band contains only the frequency range
up to 3 kHz, because the power current has hardly any
harmonics above 3 kHz, the frequency-amplitude
characteristic is not important in the frequency range
of 3-100 kHz and the frequency range of 150 kHz or
more. Therefore the maximally flat approximation is not
of interest and the Chebyshev approximation is chosen
for the filter design.

In section 3.3 the Chebyshev filter will be calculated
and in section 3.4 the additional load impedance will
be synthesized.
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3.4. Calculation of the Chebyshev filter
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The design of the Chebyshev filter is performed in the
following way. The calculation starts with a normalized
low-pass filter for which the element values can be
taken from [4], page 130. The ripp1e is 3 dB, which is
the largest ripple that can be found in filter tables.
The T-structure is defined on its load impedance, the~

-structure on its souree impedance (figure 3.6). The
low-pass filter is then transformed to the high-pass
equivalent (figure 3.7). This high-pass filter has a
characteristic as illustrated in figure 3.8.

2,030H 1,674H 1,174H

inin

___________JL,174F

out-Hl
out

_ln JL1,674F~,030F

fig. 3.6. Normalized low-pass filter

O,4926F O,5974F

I I
in out in-

O,8518H ln 111

O,8518F

out

,5974H O,4926H

fig. 3.7. Normalized high-pass filter

However, the characteristic of figure 3.9a is desired
which gives the right stop-band after transformation of
the high-pass network to a band-stop network (figure
3. 9b) .

The Q-factor of the band-stop filter is

f c yt1*f2'
Q = =f2- f 1 f2- f 1

which is in this case

Q = V100*10 3 *150*10 3
i

=
V15*10 9

i

= 2,45.
150*10 3-100*10 3 50*10 3
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fig. 3.8. High-pass filter characteristic
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fig. 3.9a. High-pass fig.3.9b. Band-stop

This gives a -40 dB bandwidth of B = l/Q = 0,4082.

Therefore w-40dB of the high-pass network has to be
equal to 0,4082. This results in the network of figure
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3.10. Transforming this network to a band-stop filter
with cent re frequency f c = 1/2ff gives figure 3.11.

Transformation to a load impedance of lOOn for the T
structure and a source impedance of sn for the ff-struc
ture and aft~f that, transformation to centre frequency
f c = VîS*10 = 122,47 kHz, yields the blocking
filter.

Because the inductors which conduct the power current
have to be as small as possible, the rr-structure will
be chosen. The inductor in this structure which
conducts the power current has a value, which is
smaller than 10 ~H. This value is easy to realize, even
for high currents like the main power current of 50 Hz
(figure 3.12).

out

O,4005H

O,6925F

--~-IIf-----r----

1Jl

in

Hl
out

O,4005F O,4857F

--II---.-----l It----
in

fig. 3.10. Normalized base-band filter network

in

_________T/O,6925F

out

111

out

l..Q

___I1/0,4857F 1/o,
40051 _

in

fig. 3.11. Normalized band-stop filter network
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fig. 3.12. Resulting blocking filter network
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fig. 3.13. Blocking filter characteristic
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3.5. Synthesis of the load ~pedance

21

In figure 3.14 the output impedance of the "-filter is
illustrated. The output impedance is smaller than 1n.
Therefore the additional serial impedance, see fig.
3.4, has to have an impedance of lOOn in the 100-150
kHz frequency band. It also has to give free passage
for the 50 Hz current. The only element fit for this
purpose is an inductor. To get an impedance of lOOn at
100 kHz, an inductor value of 160 pH is needed. In the
next section we will see that such an inductor is too
large.

5-1--__

3

•

·1

·2

1111( 1_ 1_
1_

Fr"~nc!ll

fig. 3.14. The output impedance of the filter

3.5.1. Size of inductor, capable of conducting the
max~um power current through the lighting cable

In this paragraph the size of an inductor, capable of
conducting the maximum 50 Hz current through the
lighting cabIe, will be calculated as function of its
inductance value. Since the inductor has to be as small
as possible, the windings of the inductor are laid upon
magnetic material. Because ferrite is fit for high
frequencies like frequencies in the 100-150 kHz
frequency band, this material is chosen. In figure 3.15
the inductor is illustrated.
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I

I

r'" - - ~ - --,, ,

I

. I
L_._ ..... ......

fig. 3.15. Inductor with magnetic material

A = surface of the cross-section of the
ferrite

I = current through the windings
lF = effective path length of the magnetic

field
lL = length of air gap
n = number of windings

The laws of Maxwell used for the calculations are:

fHldl = nI (1)

B = JloJlH (2)

'f = !fBndA (3)

E = -n~ (4 )

Now we must calculate the inductance value. For the
inductor of figure 3.14 it follows from (1) that

HFIF + HLIL = nl.

Using (2) and (5) we have

(5)

~{
lF

lL} = nl. (6)- +
Jlo P

From (3) , (4) and (6) it can be calculated that

dB p on 2A dl
E = -nA- = (7)

dt 1 dt·
(uF+lL)

From (7) and the formula

E = _LdI (8)
dt
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it follows that

23

L (9 )

where

(10)

Because there are flowing two currents through the
inductor, namely the big 50 Hz current and the small
communication signal current in the 100-150 kHz range,
we have to deal with two different permeabilities Pa
and}l4 (figure 3.16) [5, page 26].

Pa is defined as l/po times the slope from the origin
to the top of the B-H curve, Pa = B/PoH.
PA is defined as l/po times the slope from a small B-H
curve, superposed on a magnetized material.

8

/
/

/
/ /la

/

<

-------t----,l'=-+-:,------H
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/ /'
,/

/ /

/ ,/

/

/
d /
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figure 3. 16. Pa and PA in the B-H curve
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Curve a (figure 3.16) is traced with a frequency of 50
Hz. In the meanwhile a small curve b, superposed on
curve a, is traced with a frequency between 100-150
kHz.

According to the Philips databook "Components and
Materials CS", the kind of ferrite to use is 3CS. The
curve for P4 of this material is measured according to
the measurement configuration in appendix 11. The
result is illustrated in figure 3.17.

For 50 Hz the inductor value is equal to

2
P n A

L = ol *Pe =
F

because PalL » lF

(11 )

Between 100 and 150 kHz the inductor value is equal to

fig. 3.17. P4 as function of magnetic strength of field
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L == (12)

This inductor value will be equal to the inductor value
at 50 Hz, as long as PA is in the order of magnitude of
Pa. But in figure 3.17 it can be seen that PA drops
strongly if H increases. This is exactly what the 50 Hz
current does to H, when H reaches its peak value. It
follows directly from (5). As long as lI.J.lA » lF, H has
no influence on the value of L. The maximum value of H,
if a maximum modulation of the value of L by the 50 Hz
current is allowed, depends on the air-gap length lL.
The bigger the air-gap length is, the less dependent L
is of ~or H. A bigger air-gap length requires a
bigger nurnber of windings to maintain the same value of
L.

win,dings ,illl ," winding---..... ~ ' surface

fig. 3.18. Copper package on the ferrite core

But a ferrite core has a finite winding surface (figure
3.18). With increasing nurnber of windings, a bigger
ferrite core is needed. At the same time the total
resistance of the windings increases, which causes the
power dissipation to rise and therefore the
temperature. Maybe that much that again a bigger
ferrite core is needed, which will have a lower thermal
resistance. But a bigger ferrite core causes a bigger
length of the windings, etc. What is the right balance?
In order to obtain this information, the connection
between magnetic induction and volume will be deduced
now.

Because a minimum nurnber of windings is desired, the
inductor is dimensioned on the maximum allowable
magnetic induction Bmax . From (6) and (10) it follows
that

nBA == LI
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If there is a maximum allowed magnetic induction Bmax ,
the minimum number of windings nmin is equal to

n .mln

where

=
L*Ipeak
B *A'max

(13)

Ipeak = the peak value of the 50 Hz current.

If a group of luminaires is switched on, the current
can rise to a value which is much more than 16 A. The
limit for this increase is 20 A in the Netherlands. In
other countries this limit is lower, but we will take
20 A as the maximum 50 Hz current through the lighting
cabIe. If the current is 20 A, the peak value Ipeak of
it is equal to ~'20 A = 28,3 A.

Different air-gap lengths allow different maximum field
strengths H, but the maximum induction B belonging to
the maximum H, does not change very much (see
hysteresis curve of figure 3.16). Therefore the
connection between Bmax and the air-gap length can be
neglected and due to this the connection between Bmax
and L. From (13) it follows that

L =
B AA.max mln

I peak
(14)

Neglecting the connection between Bmax and L, L is
proportional to A and nmin.

(15)

where

A = surface of the cross-section of a
ferrite pole

V = volume of the ferrite
nmin = the minimum number of windings

The number of windings n of the coil is chosen to be
equal to nmin' to get minimum resistance, therefore
n=nmin. The length of a winding lwinding is
proportional to v1/3.

lwinding - v1/3 (16)

The length ltotal of all the windings together is
proportional to n times lwinding.

ltotal - nV1/3 (17)
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From (16) and (18) it follows that

ltotal'" LV-1/3 (18 )

27

The thermal resistance of the ferrite is proportional
to the inverse of the body surface of the ferrite,
therefore

Rtherm _V-2/3 (19)

Rtherm gives the temperature rise of the ferrite at the
power level that has to be delivered to the
environment of the inductor. Therefore the maximum
power, that can be dissipated at a certain allowable
temperature difference between inductor body and its
environment, is proportional to V2/3. The power that
has to be delivered to the environment is proportional
to the resistance of the copper winding.

Also

Rcopper 'V V2/3

ltotal
Rcopper ,.., ,

fcopper

(20 )

(21 )

where fcopper is the surface of the cross-section of a
winding. Therefore from (19), (21) and (22) it follows
that

(J) LV-1r copper '" (22 )

Therefore the total copper surface ftotal of the cross
sections of the n windings together, which is needed
for a certain inductor value and a certain inductor
volume, is

ftotal - L2V-5/3 (23)

The surface which can be filled on a ferrite core is
proportional to V2/3. Therefore the copper occupation
is proportional to

(24 )

To get a minimum inductor volume this ratio has to be
as large as possible. Given a maximum ratio, the
minimum inductor volume Vmin is proportional to

V · 'V L6/7mln . (25 )

Because the ferrite losses are very small compared to
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the copper losses at 50 Hz, these are neglected in this
derivation.

Now the minimum volume of every inductor with a certain
shape is known as function of its inductance, if only
the volume is calculated for one value. Some trial and
error for the calculation of an inductor of 160 pH
leads to a ferrite core E65, from which an inductor of
about 7*7*4,5 cm can be made. This implies a volume of
220,5 cm3 , a volume which is not acceptable. A volume
which is acceptable for the inductor is the volume of
a fuse, which is in the order of magnitude of 40 cm3
(4*4*2,5 cm). This means that the inductor value that
has an acceptable volume is

160 pH * (40 ) 7/6 = 21,8 llH.
220,5 r

In appendix 111 the performance of an inductor of 21
pH, which is calculated in the same way as the inductor
of 160 pH, is illustrated. Below the calculation of the
inductor of 160 pH is shown. It will have a temperature
of 40 0 C above the temperature of the environment. The
inductor has 31 windings and an air-gap of 3,94 mm. The
inductance will drop with 4,1% when the power current
is going through its peak value. The total copper
surface is 42% of the winding surface. The material
properties and dimensions of an E65 core are:

v = 78200 mm3 , the effective magnetic volume
lF = 147 mm , the effective magnetic path length
A = 532 mm2 the effective magnetic surface of,

the cross-section of the ferrite
lw = 150 mm , the mean length of a winding
Aw = 394 mm2 , the maximum winding surface
Rtherm = 5 KIW, the thermal resistance of the

ferrite
.f100oC = 0,023 mm2 /m, the resistivity of copper at

100 0 C

It is assumed that Bmax = 0.28 T, that the temperature
of the environment is 60 0 C and the maximum allowable
inductor temperature is 100 oC.

L = 160 pH =

L*I
n = peak

B *Amax

2
P P n Ao e (26)

(27 )

Ipeak = 28,3 A (28)
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It follows that

nmin = 31 (29)

29

First the deviation from the nominal inductance is
calculated, when the power current reaches its peak
value. From (26) and (29) it follows that

=
147*10-3*160*10- 6

4~10-7*312*532*10-6
= 36,6

For not magnetized material, P4 is equal to Pi = 2000
at 20 0e. Then,

->

= 147*10-3 (2000-36,6) =
2000*36,6 3,94 mm

If the power current is running through the inductor, P
is not equal to Pi, but equal to H~ for high
frequencies. At the peak value of the current 12eak =
28,3 A, H = 100, therefore p~ is equal to 585 (rigure
3.15). It follows that

Therefore the value of L will be 4,1% below its nominal
value, when the power current is going through its peak
value. If a smaller deviation is desired, more windings
and bigger air-gap are needed. If the windings do not
fit on the ferrite core anymore, a bigger core is
needed.

Now the occupation of the winding surface will be
calculated. The total length of the copper winding is

n*lw = 31*150 mm = 4,65 m

The power that is dissipated at 1000 e is

= 8 watts

Therefore the maximum allowable copper resistance is
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R =copper

It applies that

8 watts
2(20 amperes)

= 20 mil

D 1 mm2
Cfcopper =/ *R

Then the cross-section of the windings has to be equal
to 5,35 mm2 .

lfcopper
= 0,023* 4,65 mm2 =

20*10- 3 5,35 mm2

The total copper surface of all the windings together
is n*'Co2p.er = 166 mm2 . Therefore the core is filled
with (160/394)*100% = 42%. This will just be possible
in practice. A larger percentage requires special
winding techniques.

Therefore with the E65 ferrite core an inductor of 160
~H can be made. It has a size of about 7*7*4,5 cm, if
it is filled with the copper windings. This is too big,
a fuse-box has no room to contain such an inductor at
every fuse. Besides, this inductor will be rather
expensive because of the big ferrite core and all the
copper on it.

3.5.2. Impedance synthesis with inductor plus
additional network

If an impedance of lOOn at 100-150 kHz has to be
created this cannot be done with a single inductor
because of its size. There will still an inductor be
needed, because leading the sixteen amperes current
through another passive element is not possible and
leading it through a semiconductor gives large cooling
bodies and therefore no advantage compared to a big
inductor. Therefore a way has to be found to increase
the inductance value of a small inductor at 100-150
kHz.

In figure 3.19 it is illustrated how one or more
inductors can be coupled to a network, which creates an
increase of impedance at 100-150 kHz.
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fig. 3.19. Increasing of inductor L

The network can be passive or active. It does not have
to be connected directly to the inductors. To create a
DC isolation between the electric mains and the
additional circuit, transformers can be used. This
will be useful if the additional circuit is active. For
example, the network of figure 3.20a changes into the
network of figure 3.20b.

r-- I---

~~

fig.3.20a. Network without transformers

- f--

L
5,1 L

5,2
~

____--''YVV'''l~ ......rvY''n'__ _

L
p,1 L

p,2

fig. 3.20b. Network with transformers

Thinking about active circuits, a lot of care has to be
taken to prevent the introduction of impedances in the
complex left half plane. If the serial impedance at the
output of the filter is in the complex left half plane,
it is possible that oscillations occur. This is because
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the impedance at the lighting cabIe, which can be
loaded with any kind of luminaire, can be anywhere in
the complex right half plane including the imaginary
axis.

The conclusion is that the network, together with the
inductor(s), has to represent an impedance in the
complex right half plane including the imaginary axis.
Therefore a function Z(p) in the complex right half
plane has to be found which satisfies this condition.
Once Z(p) is found it can be realized with a passive
or an active network, depending which one is the most
favourable, together with inductor L.

As pointed out before, Z(p) has to represent a small
inductor in the frequency range up to 3 kHz to give
free passage to the power current and its harmonies. In
the frequency band of 100-150 kHz it has to represent
an impedance of about 100 ohms. All the other
frequencies are of no interest. This is illustrated in
figure 3.21. The more enlargement is achieved in the
area of 3-100 kHz, the smaller L can beo

-------- ---- ---- ----- ------,

2~
: I

50Hz 3kHz 100kHz 150kHz frequency

fig. 3.21. Specification of Z(p)

Z(p) has to be synthesized according to the conditions
for a stabIe one-port, as Z(p) is. These conditions
are:

1) Z(p) is a real and rational function of p
2) Re Z(p) > 0 for Re p > 0

It has been proven [6] that these conditions lead to a
network, which can always be realized with an RLC
network. The other way round, every RLC-network
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satisfies the conditions above. Thus, Z(p) being in the
complex right half plane and being a stabIe function
implies a passive network. This means that an active
network gives no advantage except when inconvenient
values of inductors, capacitors or resistors have to be
realized.

Z(p), in its most generaI form, can be written as

Z(p)
= K(ao+p ) (a1+p) (a2+p) (an+p)

(bO+p) (bI +p) (b2+p) (bm+p) ,

where n and m differ at most 1.

Since exact synthesis from a given frequency domain
description is very difficult and not of generaI
interest, a trial and error will be used. With means of
a computer program, which calculates the amplitude and
phase of Z(p), the coefficients have to be found which
realize the desired Z(p) of figure 3.21. With this
method of trial and error, the function should not have
too much coefficients. Therefore a function Z(p) is
chosen which has only three zeros and four poles.

Z(p) =

Because poles and zeros which are not on the real axis
are complex conjugates of each other [6] Z(p) can be
simplified to

Z(p) = K (a+p) (1+bp+cp2)
2 2 '(1 +dp+ep ) (1 +fp+gp )

where the coefficients K, a, b, c, d, e, f and gare
all realo

The procedure to find the coefficients goes as follows:
A start is made by choosing a pole-zero distribution
over the complex plane which is likely to give the
desired function. The coefficients that belong to these
poles and zeros are calculated. A computer program
calculates the amplitude and phase characteristic. Then
the coefficients are changed a little. After that, it
is checked if the phase is between -90 0 and +90 0 for
all frequencies, which means that Z(p) lies in the
complex right half plane. The improvement or
deterioration of the characteristic gives an indication
to change the coefficients.

After some trial and error it appeared that the best
function is obtained, if there is a zero in the origin
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(a=O) and if the poles are near the frequency band of
100-150 kHz with the remaining two zeros in between
them (figure 3.22). In figure 3.23 the amplitude
frequency characteristic is illustrated. The
characteristic is plotted logarithmical or, ZdB =
2010g I Z I.

Im

pl 'l(.

zlO
p2 )(.

lSOk

laak

Re

pl'
J( -laak

zl'o

p2'~ -l50k

fig. 3.22. Pole-zero distribution for Z(p)

The result can be explained as follows: To get a
maximum impedance in a certain frequency band the
poles have to be placed in the neighbourhood of this
band, close by the imaginary axis. To provide a phase,
which is not larger than 90 degrees or smaller than -90

ZdB

10,8

0,0

100kHz 150kHz frequency

fig. 3.23. Amplitude frequency characteristic of Z(p)
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degrees, a zero has to be put in between them. The zero
in the origin (a=O) yields at low frequencies the
characteristic of an inductor, which value is equal to
K. This is shown by rewriting Z(p) for p approximately
equal to zero.

Z(p)p~O

2
= [K P(l+~P+CP) 2 ]p~O = Kp

(l+dp+ep ) (l+fp+gp )

Now Z(j~) is equal to jQK, the impedance of an
inductor. In figure 3.23 K is equal to 1.

Probably, a better result will be obtained if two more
poles and zeros are added to Z(p). But it is not
intelligent to put too much effort in trial and error
and to make the network too complex, considering
deviations from nominal component values.

Although trial and error gave a good result, it is
preferabIe to optimize the function with three zeros
and four poles. This is not that difficult because Z(p)
can be transformed to base-band (figure 3.24), since
the obtained characteristic is symmetrie (figure 3.23)
around the centre frequency of 122,47 kHz. This base
band function has only one zero and two poles. The
transformation gives a pole-zero distribution as in
figure 3.24 and an amplitude frequency characteristic
as in figure 3.25.

To be able to compare the increase in impedance in the
100-150 kHz frequency band at different positions of
the poles and zeros the base-band characteristic at
high frequencies, which is from now on called the
reference, has to be left constant. Now the reference
is the slope of 20 dB/dec, which tangent goes through

pl)(. Im
Im

pl X

pi'
Je

zl' 0

p2,Jr

Re zl Re

fig. 3.24. Transformation of Z(p) to base-band
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fig. 3.25. Amplitude characteristic before and after
transformation

the 0 dB point at w=l. Considering the base-band
function, the optimal function is the function which
gives the characteristic with the largest amplitude
inthe band fromw=O to ~= 1/0 with respect to the
tangent. 0 is the quality factor. It has been
calculated before and is equal to the 0 of the
communication band of 100-150 kHz, namely 2,45. Now the
optimal base-band function has to be calculated. The
function B(p), which belongs to the pole-zero diagram
of figure 3.24, is

= K a+p
1+bp+cp2

B(p) = a+p
K 2 2

(b+ b -4c +p) (b- b -4c +p)
2c 2c

Assumed that the two poles of this function are fixed,
together with the constant a, the maximum amplitude in
the band of w=O to ~= 1/0 is obtained if coefficient a
is as large as possible. This means that the zero is as
much as possible to the left on the real axis. The zero
cannot be too far to the left, there is a limit, which
is caused by the restriction, that Z(p) has to be in
the complex right half plane including the imaginary
axis. To find this limit, the argument of B(jw) is
examined. This argument has to be smaller than or equal
to 90 0 , or larger than or equal to -90 0 • The argument
of B(jQ), according to the pole-zero distribution, can
be obtained from figure 3.26.

arg[B(jQ)] = arg(jw-z1) -
[arg(jQ-P1) + arg(jw-P2)] (33)

If w is equal to zero, arg[B(j~)] is equal to zero. If
~ increases, arg(j~-P1) becomes positive, so that
arg(j~-P1) and arg(jw-P2) have the same sign. If zl is
to far from the origin, the difference between
arg(jw-z1) and arg(jw-p1)+arg(jw-p2) becomes larger
than 90 degrees, ifw is above a certain value. From
(33) it follows that
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fig. 3.26. argument of B(j~)

arg[B(jw)] =

arctan ( R c..> )- e z
1

lf the value of w is large, Re(zl)/w is smalle For
small values of x, arctan(x) = x, therefore

arg [B (je.» ]
= "" + Re zl 1l' Re P1 1'1' Re P2

2 W - 2" - w- lm P1 - 2" - w- lm P2

at large w.
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Because arg[B(jw)] has to be larger than or equal to
-ff/2, Re(zl)-Re(PI)-Re(P2) has to be larger than or
equal to zero.
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(34)

The same applies when w is large, but negative. Further
analysis showed that (34) holds for every value ofw.
The poles PI and P2 are complex conjugates, therefore
Re(PI) = Re (P2) . Thus, the maximum distance of zl to
the origin is equal to the magnitude of 2*Re(PI)'

In

a/Z
~----

. a
~----------

a/Z
~-_._-

fig. 3.27. Position of the zero in relation
to the poles

If the poles are equal to -a/2 + j and -a/2 - j and the
zero is equal to -a, then

B(p) = a+p
l+ap+p2

Now B(p) depends only on the variabIe a. To find out
which value has to be chosen for a, there has to be
looked at the connection between B(p) and Z(p). Put the
case that the bandwidth of B(p) is equal to QB, then
Z(p) is obtained from B(p) by executing the following
transformations:

B(p) -> B(~BP) = A(p)

A(p) =
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The bandwidth of A(p) is equal to 1.

A(p) -> A(Qp) = C(p)

a+Q~p

C(p) =
1+aQ~p+(Q~)2p2

The bandwidth of C(p) is equal to l/Q.

C(p) -> Q~C(p) = D(p)

a+Q~p

D(p) = Q~B 2 2
l+aQ'"13P+(Q~) p

Now the tangent at c...> =00 goes again through the 0 dB
point at (.)=1, so that the reference is restored.

D(p) -> D(p+1/p) = Z(P)n

39

Z(P)n is the normalized function of Z(p). The base-band
function D(p) is directly related to Z(P)n with
bandwidth l/Q by transformation of p to p+1/p and has a
tangent at GJ =00, which goes through 0 dB at w=l,
regardless the magnitude of a and wB. However, the
amplitude of D (p) in the band from "->=0 to w=l/Q does
depend on a andwB . The minimum amplitude in this band
has to be as high as possible. Basically there are two
kinds of characteristics, illustrated in figure 3.28.

OdB
-6dB 1------

a=O,S

fig. 3.28a. a=0,5

w

IIXjt.»!
d B

20dB~-_

OJB .

fig.3.28b. a=10

w

with increasing a, characteristic 3.28a approaches
3.28b. Because the highest value of the minimum
amplitude is limited by ID (0) I, CUB has to be chosen in
such a way that ID(j/Q) I is smaller than or equal to
ID(O) 1=~Qa.
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ID (j/Q) I ~ (,,)BQa

Thus, the values of a and~B for which ID(j/Q) I is
maximum and smaller than or equal to ~B~a have to be
found or the values, for which ID(j/Q) I is maximum
and smaller than or equal tO~B2Q2a2, which lead to
the same result.
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ID(j/Q) 1
2

To derive this maximum consider the function F(~,a) =
ID (1/Q) 12/Q2 .

The domain of F(~B,a) is the plane stretched bywB and
a. w~ and a are both positive real numbers and F (~, a)
~ wB a 2 , which means that ID(1/Q) 1 is not larger than
OWBa. First it has to be examined if F(~B,a) has a
local maximum. For a local maximum both dF/d~ and
dF/da have to be equal to zero.

dF/da =
[(1-~B2)2+a2QB2]2

dF/da = 0 if wB = 1/~. Then dF/dc.lB = 0 if a = +j/j'2: .
The conclusion is that there exist no local maximum,
because a has to be a positive real number. Therefore
the maximum of F(~,a) can only be the maximum of
F(QB,a) on its boundaries, which are given bY~B ~ 0,
a ~ 0 and F (WB' a) ~ ~2a2 and 00. For GJB -> 00 at certain
a or a->/X) at certaln ~B, F (t..>B' a) -> 1. If F (~, a) =
cuB2 a 2 (.)B follows as function of a, wB = 9 (a), where

V: 2 4 i

g(a) = 1+2: -a
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From this, it follows that

2 2 2 2 2 4F«(,,)B,a) =CVB a = g(a) a = 1+2a -a .
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The maximum of this function is F(wB,l) = 2. This
maximum is larger as the maximum for wB->oo and a -> 00,

therefore it gives the optimal value of~B and a for
the function D(p).

a = 1

GoJ =
B ={2'

D(p)

Z(p) is obtained from D(p) by transformation from p to
p+1/p.

=

Z(p) = D(p+1/p) = 2Q2 p (l+p/1/2' Q+p2)
2Q2p4+V:2 Qp3+(1+4Q2)p2+~ Qp+2Q2

p (1+kp+p2)

where k 1= yro.

The function Z(j~)dB has already been illustrated in
figure 3.23. Because the function Z(p) is still rather
simple and gives limited calculation work, the search
for another function, which is in the complex right
half plane and gives maximum impedance in the 100-150
kHz frequency band, is not continued here. Now a
network has to be synthesized from this function.

3.5.3. Realizing the synthesized impedance

To realize a network from Z(p) there are two
possibilities: Continued fraction expansion and partial
fraction expansion of Z(p). Continued fraction
expansion yields the two networks of figure 3.29.

Partial fraction expansion yields a network, which
appears to have more favourable component values
(figure 3.31). These values are obtained from the
calculation of the network for the 100-150 kHz band,
namely much smaller capacitor values. The inductor of
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Z(p)_ Z(p)-

Y(p) = l/Z(p) =

fig. 3.29. Networks from continued fraction expansion

450 pH is not difficult to realize, because the power
current goes through the inductor of 37,5 pH. Partial
fraction expansion is carried out in the following way:

p4+kp3+(k2+2)p2+kp+l

p3+kp2+p

= p + p4+kp3+(k2+2)p2+kp+l_p4_kp3_p2

p3+kp2+p

(k2+l)p2+kp+l= P + -
p3+kp2+p

222= P + lip + (k +l)p +kp+l-p -kp-l
p3+kp2+p

= p + lip + k 2p
p2+kp+l

P + lip + 1
=

p2+kp+l

k 2p

P + lip + 1
=

p2+kp+l - p 2
E.-+
k 2 k 2p

P + lip + 1=
E.-+ kp+l

k 2 k 2p

= p + lip + 1
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From this formula the network can be derived by
inspection (figure 3.30).

fig. 3.30. Network from partial fraction expansion

Writing in the value of k = 1/J2:Q (page 34), as weIl
as frequency transformation from fc=1/2~ to f c =122,47
kHz and impedance transformation from 11k to 100 ohms,
yields the component values which are shown in figure
3.31.

34,6).1

45n Z,88jJ
2,66jJ

0,591

37,5jJ 586n

48,8n

--..------1 f-----r----,

Z(p)-

Z(p)~ 37,5~ 45n

fig. 3.31. Networks with their component values

Looking at the network parrallel to inductor L = 37,5
pH, which is a concrete possibility of the undefined
network of figure 3.19, it is nonsense to think about
active synthesis because this passive network is easy
to realize. An active network needs a power supply and
is sensitive for the transients in the electric mains.
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However, I want to mention the active circuit which is
described in appendix IV. This active circuit makes
impedance synthesis possible in situations where a high
current exists at low frequencies. It could be an
alternative for the passive network.

The impedance, which has been synthesized now, has a
minimum impedance of lOOn and a maximum impedance of
148n in the 100-150 kHz frequency band. It consists of
a passive network around an inductor of 37,5 pH. There
is gained a factor 160/37,5 = 4,27 with respect to an
inductor of 160 pH, which has a minimum impedance of
lOOn and a maximum impedance of 150n in the 100-150
kHz frequency band.

Because the inductor of 37,5 pH is still rather large
with respect to the inductor of 9,38 pH of the
Chebyshev filter (figure 3.12), the output impedance is
diminished with a factor 2. Therefore the inductor of
37,5 pH becomes equal to 18,75 pH. This inductor has a
size which leads to a filter design with a practical
size. The minimum impedance is now 50n and the maximum
impedance is 74n in the 100-150 kHz band. Together with
a characteristic line impedance of the lighting cables
of lOOn, this gives a maximum reflection coefficient
of 33%. This will be tolerated, because this reflection
coefficient is much lower than the maximum allowable
value of 0,96 (Chapter 2, section 2.3).
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4. OPTIMIZATION

45

Line

in----,..
ma1ns

536n
Neutral T _

CJlebyshev
filter

50 225}l

z

7,5n

Line

out-lighting

Neutral

fig. 4.1. The complete filter design

In figure 4.1 the complete filter design, consisting
of the third order Chebyshev filter together with the
serial impedance, is illustrated. Until now the output
impedance of the Chebyshev filter has been neglected,
while realising the impedance of minimal 50n between
Line an Neutral at the lighting side. It is interesting
to examine if an improvement in filter design can be
achieved by an optimization program.

The optimization program optimises the filter network
according to 3 object functions for the low frequencies
up to 3 kHz and according to 3 object functions for
frequencies in the 100-150 kHz band.

The object functions for frequencies up to 3 kHz:
1) The attenuation characteristic may not deviate more

than 0,83 dB from 0 dB (10% deviation from 1) if
the output of the filter is left open.

2) The attenuation characteristic may not deviate more
than 0,83 dB from 0 dB if the output of the filter
is shorted.

3) The inductors conducting the power current may not
have a value larger than 20 pH.

The object functions for the 100-150 kHz frequency
band:
1) The attenuation has to be at least 40 dB if the

output of the filter is left open.
2) The attenuation has to be at least 40 dB if the

output of the filter is shorted.
3) The output impedance has to be at least 50n, that is

34 dB if Zout,dB = 20loglZoutl.
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attenuation

o dBIWt.~ -34 ------------------B

3kHz 100kHz 150kHz frequency 150kHz freq

fig.4.2. The object functions

The optimization program takes the following steps:
First it calculates for 10 different frequencies below
3 kHz and 10 different frequencies in the 100-150 kHz
band the relative deviation of the filter
characteristics from the object functions. The sum of
the squares of those 60 deviations is recorded as
sum faults.

sum faults = [
60

where

(0-x)2

0
2

o = object value
x = value of the network characteristic.

Second, it increases one element value of the network a
little bit. The new characteristics of the network are
calculated and the new total deviation of the
characteristics from the object functions is recorded.
The difference between the first total deviation and
the second total deviation gives an indication on how
much the network has improved or deteriorated. If this
procedure is repeated for the 11 elements of the
network, a gradient vector can be made of the 11
differences in total deviation.

If the increasing of an element value gives a
difference in deviation which is negative, this means
that the network has improved a bit and the absolute
value of the difference is recorded in the gradient
vector. If the difference is not negative, the element
has to be diminished a little instead of increased. If
this gives a difference in deviation which is negative,
the network has improved and the magnitude of the
difference, preceded by a minus sign, is recorded in
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the gradient vector. If the difference is again not
negative, the network cannot be improved by changing
this component and zero will be recorded in the
gradient vector. The gradient vector that has been
created in this way, points in the direction to which
the network has to be changed to yield a closer
approximation of the object function.

The last step in the program is to tune all the
components according to the gradient vector. To improve
the network step by step, the whole procedure of
increasing or diminishing the element values and
calculating the gradient vector has to be repeated
several times. If after several iterations all the
coordinates of the gradient vector are zero, the
network cannot be improved anymore and the algorithm
is terminated.

Because many calculations have to be done for every
single change of a component value, an intelligent
method has to be used to calculate the characteristics.
The characteristics of the network are given by its
chain matrix. To be able to calculate quickly this
chain matrix over and over again the following method,
which is the result of private cornrnunication with
Prof. v. Bokhoven, is used:

Take the network of figure 4.3.

I
1 z=a z=c

~

lVI ~)
------ --------

I~ y=b

fig. 4.3. The network of which the chain matrix
has to be calculated

Then the chain matrix of the network can be quickly
determined from the tabIe, illustrated in fig. 4.4. The
table is obtained by repeating the following steps:

Anew = Bold
Bnew = Aold + xBold

Cnew = Dold
Dnew = Cold + xDold,
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where x is successively coefficient a, b or c. If the
procedure is started with a coefficient which is an
impedance, the columns of the starting matrix have to
be exchanged. Therefore

becomes in the table

(: :)
The area that is enclosed by the dashed lines, is the
chain matrix K of the network of figure 4.3.

a b c
-------- ---- ----------,

B A B+aA I A+b(B+aA) B+aA+c[A+b(B+aA)] I
I I
I I

D C D+aC· C+b(D+aC) D+aC+c[C+b(D+aC)] I------- ---- ----------~

fig. 4.4. Table to determine K

K ~ (::::

If matrix

(: :)

Bnew ) = (A+bB+abA

Dnew C+bD+abC

B+aA+cA+bcB+abcA)

D+aC+cC+bcD+abcC

of figure 4.3 is the identity matrix,

a+c+abc) .

l+bc

The optimization program is written for the filter,
therefore there are five coefficients. The impedance of
the electric mains is assumed to be five ohms and is
included in the network (figure 4.5). The program
first calculates the five coefficients Z(l) up to Z(5)
including and then calculates the chain matrix of the
network as described by the tabIe, starting with the
identity matrix.
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I 1 1

~ll Z=Z(l) Z=Z(3} Z=Z(S} f Vz
~n 1 1

out- Y=Z(Z} Y=Z(4} v* -

I 90n
I

5 I
I

I 9,38Jl I 18,7sJl
I I
I

,
~ 3,ls}J 21,6Jl 50 . 22sp 7,5n out

I I
I I

53~nT 6~9nr
I I

Z(l) I Z(2) Z (3)
r Z(4) Z(5)

I I
I I

fig. 4.5. 1llustration of the relation between filter
coefficients and the network components

Now that a method to calculate the chain matrix has
been found the different characteristics of the
network are obtained as follows. The chain matrix gives
the equations below:

VI = AVZ + B12

11 = CV2 + D12

First the attenuation characteristic V*/Vl (V* in
figure 4.5) of the Chebyshev filter is determined if
the output of the filter is left open. Then 12 is equal
to zero.

1
A

Second, the attenuation characteristic of the Chebyshev
filter is determined in the case of a shorted output.
Then V2 is equal to zero.

=
1
B
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V* is equal to the product of 12 and Z(5), therefore
the attenuation characteristic V*/V1 is

50

*V
=V1

= Z (5)
B

To determine the output impedance of the filter, the
voltage source V1 has to be shorted. Now V1 is equal to
zero. The output impedance follows from Zout = V2/-I2.

V2 B
Zout = =-r = A

2

After running the program on the filter design the
change in element values appeared to be less than 7%
(figure 4.6). This difference means not much when
dealing with components in practice. Real components
are only available with fixed values. Therefore not
every theoretically calculated value can be realized,
provided that one does not want to synthesize a
component value by using several components parallel or
in series with each other. In addition, real components
can deviate 5-10% from their nominal values. Taken into
consideration that the filter has to be overdimen
sioned in practice, the program does not yield a new
practical filter design.

I
I
1

2,':l5}l
I
I

___-l-J3_7......~n--------.,-_

84,6n

20}l

49,9 224p out
7,54n-

fig. 4.6. Optimised filter network

However, when there is no explicit synthesis method
available for a network, this program is very useful.
To illustrate this, in appendix V an example is
inc1uded together with the program description. In the
example a Chebyshev filter is changed into a
Butterworth filter. It is just a matter of choosing the
right object functions.
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s. SOPPRESSION OF COMMON MODE SIGNALS

The filter that has been developed thus
sufficiently attenuate the interference
and Neutral. But in practice the filter
a three wire cable (figure 5.1).

far will
between Line
will be put in

Line
----~--I

Line

Neutral

C'2

FILTER

C'
1

Earth Earth
~---l--"""';"---l--- ~-......L..---l---

fig. 5.1. The filter in a three wire cable

Common mode interferences will leak to the Earth cable
via capacities Cl and Cl' and from the Earth cable to
Line and Neutral of the lighting cable via capacities
C2 and C2'. Tt is not guaranteed that Cl is equal to
Cl' and that C2 is equal to C2' because Line, Neutral
and Earth could be three loose cables in a PVC tube.
Also the filter itself is not symmetrieal, it does not
have the same components in Line and Neutral. This
asymmetry results in a differential interference in the
lighting cable when there is common mode interference
on Line and Neutral with respect to Earth.

Tt is difficult to make the filter symmetrical (figure
5.2). Deviations from the nominal component values will
cause again asymmetry. But even when the filter would
be symmetrie, there remains the possibility of a three
wire cable which is asymmetrie. Therefore the common
mode interference has to be suppressed anyway. A common
mode filter has to be added to the differential mode
filter. Such a blocking filter can be made by placing a
high impedance in Line and Neutral or Earth, followed
by a lower impedance between Line and Neutral and Earth
(figure 5.3).
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in-
_Tc_1 JC_3 _

in- out-

fig. 5.2. Making the filter symmetrie

Line Line

high

Neutral Neutral

ig

low low low low

Earth Earth
high

fig. 5.3. Asymmetrie filtering

This eommon mode bloeking filter has to be plaeed at
the input of the differential mode filter. At the
output it would ruin the impedanee of minimal 50n
whieh is developed with so mueh effort.

However, there are some problems. It is prohibited by
safety preeautions to plaee an impedanee in the Earth
eable. Also the eapaeitanee from Line and Neutral to
Earth must not be bigger than a few nanofarads. The
lumininaires also introduee a eapaeitanee of
approximately 5 nF eaeh, while the total leakage
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current at 50 Hz is not allowed to be bigger than a
few mA. Therefore the Chebyshev filter as developed in
chapter 2, section 3.3, which has capacitors of more
than 500 nF cannot be used.

To obtain sufficient attenuation a high impedance has
to be placed in Line and Neutral or Earth. But a high
impedance in Line and Neutral is difficult to realize
because it has to conduct a power current of 50 Hz.
However, the solution is provided simply by using a
transformer that couples the differential mode
currents. This is shown in figure 5.4, where Id
represents the differential mode current and Ic
represents the common mode current.

Line l d
al c.. .~ ..

Neutral l d
(I-a) I c.. • fY'YY'YYYY"\ •

Earth lof

fig. 5.4. Using a transformer in Line and Neutral

fig. 5.5. Orientation of the voltages and currents

For two coupled inductors, the next equations apply
(figure 5.5):

VI = j~LIII + j~MI2

V2 = j~MII + j QL2 I 2

M = kVLIL2'.

(34)

(35)

(36)

Assume the inductors LI and L2 to be identical and the
coupling ideal (k=l). From (34), (35) and (36) we have
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V1 = j~L(I1+12) J
V2 = jQL(I1+12)

M = L1 = L2 = L.

For the differential currents the next equations apply:

Because there exists no voltage due to the differential
current the impedance is zero. In practice the power
current will only see the inductance caused by the
magnetic leakage when the coupling factor is not ideale

Now the voltage due to the common mode currents is
derived:

12 = (l-a)Ic

Therefore the inductance in Line and Neutral with
respect to Earth is equal to L. In practice a
transformer with only a few windings has to be used, to
provide low dissipation. The windings have to be laid
upon magnetic material with a high permeability, to
provide a high inductance value. With this transformer
a band-stop filter can be made as in figure S.G. To
limit the resonance peaks in the frequency amplitude
characteristic the resistor of 1800n is added.

lS00

94011

1,Sn

1800

_______6_,~

940).1

______1_3_,6J_

fig. S.G. Common mode band-stop filter network

It provides 30 dB attenuation in the 100-150 kHz band,
which is the minimal attenuation which is required
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according to the filter specifications (Chapter 3,
section 3.2). Because the leakage through the line
capacities will never be 100% the attenuation will be
more than 30 dB when it is inserted in the power cabIe.
This is illustrated with simulation results (graphs 7
to 10).

IAC Ploh

Y.dBlpt J
2S

18

•

-28

-3& -t-::-:--;;_3.;;--------~==if;:;;;-;;:;;;;----------j

-~.

-68

-78

1flK

fig 5.7. Common mode filter characteristic
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arth Eart
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fig. 5.8. Common mode filter plus
differential mode filter
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The complete filter now looks like figure 5.8. At the
time this research was finished the common mode filter
was not built yet. The components that are needed, like
the transformer, have already been developed by other
firms. Thus, it will give no problems to build this
filter.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS

57

In this chapter the measurements results will be
discussed on a practical filter design. From the
measurements results and the considerations in the
previous chapters in this report the conclusions will
be drawn. Before discussing the measurement results,
the practical filter design is explained in the section
that follows now.

6.1. A practical filter design

For a practical design, it is desirabIe that the filter
contains two inductors which are identical. Therefore
the optimal design, which has been calculated in the
previous chapters, is changed into the filter design
below.

. L 1-J.1l...1.
---=r c"I _

fig. 6.l. A practical filter design

L1 = 2,5 }lH
Cl = 680 nF
L2 = 21 }lH
C2 = 82 nF
R2 = 2711
L3 = 2,5 }lH
C3 = 680 nF
L4 = 21 }lH
C4 = 82 nF
L5 = 254 }lH
Cs = 6,8 nF
R5 = 5611

In this design L1, L2, Cl and C2 are identical to L3,
L4, C3 and C4 respectively. The filter gives more
attenuation due to an approximately factor of two
increase in L2. The filter has to give only 40 dB
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attenuation, therefore the resistor R2 can be placed in
parallel with this inductor. The advantage of this
resistor is, that high voltage peaks will be
dissipated.

6.2. Measurement results

In the collection "graph 1-10" the graphs are shown of
the measurements on the practical filter design (graphs
1a-3a). The measured graphs have been checked by
simulating the filter with Philpac (graphs 1b-3b).
Before simulating the filter, all the components have
been measured with the use of an impedance analyzer.
The additional resistors, inductors and capacitors,
which are always present in practical components, have
been included in the simulation configuration (figure
6.2) .

1----"OOi~----~--§!:

.!5ll t311 .!5ll

t681

tilt. 21U tilt.

27 ! ,;-,---
67ElH

I rl
~l L1

21U

.t s. H

UP

EI

fig. 6.2. Filter network with the practical components

From graphs la and 2a it can be concluded that the
attenuation in the 100-150 kHz band is more than 40 dB
from input to output. Graph la shows the attenuation
when the filter output is left open and graph 2a shows
the attenuation when the filter output is shorted. In
graph 3a the output impedance of the filter is
illustrated. In the practical design the output
impedance appears to have a value between 50 and 70!t
Comparing the measurement results with the simulation
results, it can be concluded that the simulations give
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a very good approximation of the practical performance
of the filter. Therefore we can assume that the
simulation results of graph 4 to 10 give a good
indication of the practical situation.

Until now, it has not been illustrated what the
attenuation from output to input really is. In graph 4
it can be seen that the attenuation from output to
input is more than 60 dB in the 100-150 kHz band, while
the desired value for the attenuation from output to
input is only 10 dB.

In the graphs 5 and 6 and in the figures 6.3 and 6.4
the transient responses on stimulation of the filter
input are shown. It can be concluded that transients on
the input of the filter are suppressed with a factor
that is more than 10 within 40 us. This will be
sufficient when the transients are not larger than a
few volts. However, in practice the transients can be
several thousands of volts through which the system
cannot be used temporarily. This is no real problem,
the system user just has to try to send his message one
more time.

The transient response on stimulation of the filter
output, which is shown in figure 6.5 and graph 6, is a
very important result. Transient currents which are

S-OJnVlrliv

I • ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••tI••••
•••••i•••••
l'•••••••••

-••••••••••••••••••
fig. 6.3. Transient response at the input

(stimulation at the input)
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fig. 6.4. Transient response at the output
(stimulation at the input)

-_.. 2o/"'S/Jiv

fig. 6.5. Transient response at the output
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not suppressed with a factor 10 within 100 ps cause
wave distortion (see chapter 2, section 2.3). In graph
6 the result is shown of a transient of 1 A at the
output of the filter. If we would send a communication
signal current of 1 A at 100-150 kHz this would result
in a voltage of 50-70 V, since the value of output
impedance is SO-70n in this frequency band (in
reality the communication current is approximately 10
mA, but a current of 1 A was chosen in the simulation).
The transient current of 1 A would result in a maximum
voltage of 12 V. The voltage would be below 5 V within
30 ps which is one tenth of the communication voltage
of 50 V (note that the DC voltage of SV, caused by the
Sn resistor at the input of the filter, is not to be
taken into consideration).

The results, which are described so far, concern only
the differential mode filter. In graph 7a-10a the
attenuation of the filter in a three wire power cable
is shown. The simulation configuration is shown in
figure 6.6. We can think of four possibilities to be
concerned: First, a differential interference source at
the mains network and at the lighting cable (graph 7
and 9), giving two possibilities. Second, a common
mode interference source at the mains network and at
the lighting cabIe, giving two other possibilities
(graph 8 and 10). It becomes clear, that common mode
interference is not suppressed sufficiently (graph 8a
and 10a) when the common mode filter is not inserted.
Also the isolation between two filters is not 60 dB.
The filters isolate different groups only with minimum
31,486 dB in the 100-150 kHz frequency band (graph 9a).
The isolation will be even less if a longer cable is
simulated at the input and output of the filters
because the capacities between the conductors will
become larger. But the graphs 7b-10b show that the
desired attenuation is easily obtained when the common
mode filter is inserted. The simulation configuration
is shown in figure 6.7.

The differential mode filter, which is built in
practise, gives the desired performance also when the
50 Hz power current of 16 A is flowing through it. With
the measurement configuration of appendix 111 no
influence of the 50 Hz power current on the behaviour
of the inductors of 21 pH, which conduct the power
current, has been measured. The behaviour of the
inductors remains linear.
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6.3. Conclusions

64

The filter network that has been developed is rather
complex since it consists of 19 components. However,
the filter gives good suppression of more than 40 dB
between Line and Neutral of the lighting cable.
Interference, leaking via the Earth cable is suppressed
by 30 dB. The power current of 50 Hz is easily
conducted by the filter inductors, without modulating
the inductance values. Because the filter consists of
passive components, it can handle transient voltages in
the power cables. The filter loads the lighting cables
with an impedance of 50-7011 in the frequency band of
100-150 kHz. This prevents wave distortion and limits
the dynamic range of the signals on the lighting
cable. Transient voltages coming from the thyristor
dimming of incandescent lamps are sufficiently
suppressed.

Given these facts, the lighting cable can be made
suitable for communication by just placing a filter at
every tap of 16 A. There are two things to be done yet:
First, the common mode filter has to be built yet. This
will be no problem, because the components are
available and simulations showed already the
performance in the power cables. Second, the coupling
of the filters on the same floor has to be developed.
Direct coupling of the filters is not possible, because
this results in a loading of the lighting cables with
an impedance that is much lower than the characteristic
line impedance, giving intolerable reflections.
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Appendix I

APPENDIX I: MEASUREMENTS ON A POWER CABLE

1-1

List of Syrnbols: Ic = Iength of the cable
v = propagation speed
À. = wave Iength
f = frequency
I = inductance per meter
c = capacitance per meter
D = distance between centers of the

conductors
R = radius of the conductors

The power cable has the following dimensions:

D = 2 rnrn
R = 0,49 rnrn
Ic = 67,5 m.

In theory, the inductance per meter line is then equal
to

I = 10-7 (1+4In~) [H/m] = 0,66 pH/m.

Then the total inductance is 1*67,5m = 45pH.

If K is assumed to be equal to 2, the capacitance per
meter line is in theory equal to

c = 1,5 D \ 1 D 2 i
In[2*R + V(2*R) -1 ]

= 63 pF/m.

The factor 1,5 comes from the capacity caused by the
Earth wire. Now the total capacitance is c*67,5m
4,2nF.

The measurements have been performed between Line and
Neutral, Earth was not connected (figure 1.1).

impe- f- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I
I' Line I

dance r----i-__-'I=-~.::::e..::=u'_l:t':"r'-l:a:l;.;;I=----~I--;
I, Eartb

8.nalyzen-~-"" ~ ...

..... =shorted

fig. 1.1 Measurement configuration
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In the table above the inductance per meter, the
capacitance per meter and the serial resistance per
meter are listed. It can be concluded that the theory
is in accordance with the practice. K appears to be
equal to 2,1 if the cable is extended on the floor and
equal to 2,5 if the cable is coiled up. The measurement
results which follow now are done with the cable coiled
up.

Graphs I.1a-I.5a show the measurements of the impedance
of the cable and the transmission through the cabIe,
together with the measurement configurations. Channel A
is the reference channel. In the graphs the difference
in dB between the reference channel and channel B is
illustrated.

Figure 1.2 shows the simulation model for the power
cable~e model has a highest resonance frequency of
1/2~V2LC· = 15 MHz, where L = 1,5 pH and C = 150 pF.
Each ~easurement is simulated with Philpac and the
result of this simulation (graphI~b-5b) is added to the
measured graph (graphlla-5a). Figure 1.3 shows a very
simple model, which is valid up to frequencies of 500
kHz (highest resonance frequency is equal to 503 MHz) .
In graphs he-Sc the sirnulation results of the simple
model are shown. It can be concluded from these
results, comparing them with graphsI.1a-5a, that this
model can be used for signals in the communication band
of 100-150 kHz provided that the cable is not longer
than 67,5 m.
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Elucidation of the graphs:

1-4

Graph 1.1) The cable is shorted, therefore it has an
inductive character. This can be seen from

the slope of 20 dB/dec at low frequencies. The
resonance frequencies are given by

Therefore the first resonance frequency (k=l) is equal
to

150*10 6
f 1 = 0,52 *67,5 = 556 kHz.

Graph 1.2) The cable is open, therefore it gets a
capacitive character for low frequencies.

This can be seen from the slope of -20 dB/dec. The
lowest resonance frequency is again 556 kHz.

Graph 1.3) This graph shows two measurement results: In
the first measurement the cable is loaded

with its characteristic line impedance at both sides,
in the second measurement the cable is only loaded at
channel B with its characteristic line impedance. The
characteristic line impedance Zc is equal to~ '
therefore

Zc = '148*10- 6 /5,2*10- 9 ' = 96n~100n.

If the cable is loaded at both sides, there are no
reflections and the characteristic is flat. The loss
of 6 dB is caused by the impedance at channel B of 110fi
//100n in respect of the impedance of 110n at channel
A.

If one end is open graph 1.2 becomes visible again,
with the difference that the impedance cannot become
larger than lOOn. For the low frequencies the line is
not capacitive anymore.

Graph 1.4) This graph shows the impedance of the cabIe,
if it is not loaded at the source, but at

the open end. If the load resistance is lower than the
characteristic impedance of lOOn, the graph looks a
little bit like graph 1.1. If the load resistance is
higher than the characteristic impedance of 100, the
graph looks a little bit like graph 1.2.

The transition from one characteristic in the other can
be seen very weIl. Note the fact that the impedance is
equal for several frequencies no matter what the load
is. For these frequencies, the impedance of the cable
is equal to its characteristic line impedance.
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At higher frequencies, the graph has a slope of 20
dB/dec. This comes from the capacitance on channel A.
This capacitance gives a drop of reference level in
combination with the la kn resistor.

Graphs 1.5-1.7 show the effect of the loading of the
cable on pulses.

Graph 1.5) The cable is simulated with a current source
at one end (PI) and a load of lOOn at the

other end (P2). In the transient plot, the signal
levels on PI and P2 are illustrated. The current
source gives a pulse of 300 ns. The pulse is
transported through the cable and if it reaches the
load, it is dissipated.

v =

fig. 1.4. Transportation of a pulse
through the power cable

This situation is also measured in practice with an
oscilloscope. The result is shown in figure 1.4. From
the shape of the picture it can be concluded that there
exists an additional RC-combination which changes the
shape of the pulse. It is not exactly to be estimated
where the capacitance is situated. The time constant is
approximately 55 ns. The total delay in the cable is
450 ns. This means that the propagation speed v is

67,5 mis = 1,5*10 8 = 0,5c,
450*10- 9

where c is the velocity of light.
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Graph 1.6) The cable is simulated with a current souree
at one end, at which it is also loaded with

a resistance of lOOn (P1). The other end is left open
(P2). The pulse has an amplitude of only 0,5 V, because
50% of the current runs through the resistor. At the
open end, it gets an amplitude of 1 V, because it is
reflected 100%. When it returns at P1, it is dissipated
by the resistor.

Graph 1.7) The resistor of lOOn is replaced by a
resistor of 50n. Then the reflection

coefficient is 33 1/3 %. The pulse level will be
dropped more than 20 dB after only three reflectionsi
(1/3)3 = 0,037 = 28,6 dB. Note that the signal level at
the reflection points P1 and P2 is twice the signal
level while it is running through the cable (P3).
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APPENDIX II: MEASOREMENT OF THE RELATIVE
MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY AS FUNCTION
OF THE MAGNETIC INTENSITY

In figure 11.1 the measurement configuration is shown,
with which the relative magnetic permeability as
function of the magnetic intensity is measured. The DC
voltage source generates a DC-current through the
inductors L. From this DC-current, the magnetic
intensity can be calculated (graph 11.2).

For frequencies in the band of 100-150 kHz the
capacitor of 4,7 pF can be neglected, so that the two
inductors are placed in parallel with respect to the
impedance analyzer. Therefore the inductor value, which
is shown in graph 11.1, is half the inductor value of a
single inductor L. From this inductor value the
realitive magnetic permeability is calculated and
illustrated in graph 11.2.

A
+

10

L

Impedanee analyzer
measurîn at 100 kHz

L

fig. 11.1 Measurement configuration (L 318 uH)
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APPENDIX lIl: MODULATION OF THE INDUCTANCE VALUE
BY THE 50 HZ POWER CURRENT

lk 680n

680n
C

680n

High
pass
filter

7kHz)

Oscillo
scope

fig. 111.1 Measurement configuration

Oscillator frequency: 150 kHz.
C = 680 nFo
L = 21 pH.
Impedance of C at 150 kHz: l/~C = 1/2~fC = 1,56n.
Impedance of L at 150 kHz: WL = 217"fL = 19,8n.

The impedance of Land C can be neglected with respect
to the impedance of the resistor of 1 kno Therefore the
oscillator current Iosc is constant and equals the
oscillator voltage level divided by the resistor value.
The voltage V, measured with the oscilloscope, depends
on L as follows:

V = Iosc (wL/2-1/2QC)

where

wL/2-1/2wC = 9,9fi-0,78n = 9,lD.

If the voltage V drops 10% this means that ~L/2-1/2WC

has diminished 10%. It follows that

wL/2-1/2CJC = 8,212..
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Because the value of C is not influenced by the power
current only L changes.

~L/2 = 8,2n+1/2QC = 8,2n+0,78n = 9,ofl.

Therefore L drops (9,0/9,9)*100% = 9% if V drops 10%.
In figure 111.2 a communication signal with an
amplitude of 20 mvp _p and a frequency of 150 kHz is
shown. In figure ITI.3 and 111.5 a 50 Hz current of 16
Aeff and 25 Aeff are shown respectively. In figure
111.4 and 111.6 the modulation of the communication
signal voltage by the power current is illustrated. The
16 A current has no influence (figure 111.4) but the 25
A current has (figure 111.6). The communication signal
current drops with 10% if the 50 Hz current reaches its
peak value of 36A. Therefore it follows that if the
current is equal to 25 A the modulat ion of the
inductance value is 9%.

f"InV/rJiv

1
II I1 I 2fJ S

I
I

•g ~ ~U
~

rJ
~ ~ ~ ~ rJ

M ~ l' ~ M Jj

D~ ~•~
i

~ :5tr~ I

-----....~'j/ç/iv

fig. 111.2. 150 kHz communication signal
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APPENDIX IV: IMPEDANCE SYNTHESIS WITH AN ACTIVE NETWORK

v..
, 0

I Lu' , L Z ' c Z• I...A..A:;I\.J k ~ .k,-- : 2 --.

LS'
ll, L llZ

sZ

V. H(p) I SZIII

fig. IV.1. Configuration of the active network

In the figure above an active network is illustrated
which can synthesize an impedance at frequencies in the
100-150 kHz band while it has to conduct a 50 Hz power
current at the same time. The impedance Z, which is
created with this network is equal to V/I. It is
assumed that the input impedance of H(p) is infinite
and that H(p) is defined as

H(p)
Iout(p)

V. (p)'
ln

L -M
P

L -M
5

fig. IV.2. Transformer model

To calculate V/I a model for the transformers with a
DC isolation is needed. The model of figure IV.2 gives
the two chain matrices on the next page.
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I n Isp

L nkIs ~ I Lsp n p

Vp
Vs

Rp
Rs

fig. IV.3. Transformer model with DC isolation

From this chain matrix the model with a DC isolation is
derived (figure IV.3).

Now V follows as function of I.

where

V* = n2k2Is2jWLp2

I s 2 = n2K2H (w)VinjwLp 2

Vin = (kl/nl) IjwLsl'

It follows that

V = I [Rp l+Rp 2 + j~(Lpl+Lp2) - H(~) (n2/nl)klk2W2Lp2Lsl].

Since Z = V/I, Z(p) is given by the formula below:

Z(p) = Rp l+Rp 2 + p(Lp l+Lp 2) + H(p) (n2/nl)klk2p2Lp2Lsl.

Given a desired Z(p) it follows that
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Z(p)-R l-R 2-p (L l+L 2)
H(p) = P P P P

n 2( 2/n1 )k1k 2P Lp2 Ls1

In theory every Z(p) can be synthesized by this
network, if H(p) can be realized. Note that the
transformer model is rather simple because the
capacities between the windings are neglected.

IV-3



Appendix V

APPENDIX V: '1'HE OP'1'IMIZA'1'ION PROGRAM

V-l

On the next pages the optimization program is listed.
Reading chapter 4 and the comments, included between
the statements, it will be no problem to understand the
program.

Following on the program description, the attenuation
characteristic of the Chebyshev filter, as developed in
chapter 3, is illustrated (solid). To show the
possibilities of the program, the following example has
been chosen. With the use of the optimization program
the component values of the filter have been changed in
such a way, that the Chebyshev characteristic changed
into a characteristic which approximates a Butterworth
characteristic. After several iterations the program
was terminated. In the graph it can be seen that the
Chebyshev filter characteristic (solid) was changing
into a Butterworth filter characteristic (dotted).



Drawing the grld and axis-variables

Reading in the paraMeters and drawing of the grld

GINIT
GCLE"R

MOVE 61 ,95
LABEL "FILTER"
MOVE 3,85.5

has to be done yet

Choosing
t he
graphics
device

MaxiMUM y-coordinate of the grid
MiniMuM Y-coordinate of the grid
MaxiMuM allowed value of the inductor L
leading the power current

CRT
! The first iteration

! Graphics
! initialization

"Rl =";R(l)
"L1="jL(1)
"Cl =";C(l)
"R2 ="; R( 2 )
"L2 =" ;L(2)
"C2 ="; C( 2 )
"R3 ="lR(3)
"U =";L(3)
"C3 =";C(3)
"R4 =" jR( 4 )
"L4 ~"lL(4)

"C4 ="jC(4)
"R5 ="jR(5)
"L5 =" j L< 5 )
"C5 =" j C(5 )

OPTION BASE 1 ! Setting the first eleMent of an array at index 1
COM R(0:5),L(5),C(5),Fault(3,0:100),S(3,0:100) ! Declaration of

! arrays
INPUT "R0=?" ,R( 0 )
INPUT "R1=?" ,R( 1)

INPUT "Ll=?" ,L< 1)

INPUT "C1=?" ,C( 1 )
INPUT "R2=?" ,R(2)
INPUT "L2=?" ,L(2)
INPUT "C2=?" ,C(2)
INPUT "R3=?" ,R(3)
INPUT "L3=?" ,L(3)
INPUT "C3=?" ,C( 3 )
INPUT "R4=?" ,R( 4 )
INPUT "L4=?" ,L< 4 )
INPUT "C4=?" ,C(4)
INPUT "R5=?" ,R(5)
INPUT "L5=?" ,L(5)
INPUT "C5=?" ,C(5)
INPUT" YMIN=?", YMi n
INPUT" YMAX=?" ,YMax
INPUT" LMAX=?" ,LMax

PRINTER IS 701
PRINT "CoMponent values are:"
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINTER IS
First=l
GINIT
GCLEAR
GRAPHICS ON
P$="N"
LINPUT "PLOTTER=? (YIN)" ,P$
IF P$="Y" THEN

PLOTTER IS 705,"HPGL"
EL5E

PLOTTER IS 3,"INTERNAL"
END IF

10
20
30
40
50 !
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610 !
620
630
640
650
660



Reading in of the factor,
with which the cOMponents
wlll be changed, af ter
calculation of the
gradient

670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320

Label$="signal"
FOR 1=1 TO 6

LABEL Label$[ I ,I]
NEXT I
MOVE 92,5
LABEL "frequency"
P=YMax-YMln
FOR 1=0 TO 10

Q=P*I110+YMin
MOVE 10,7.5*1+14
CS1ZE 3
LABEL US1NG "MDDDD";Q
1F (Q=YMin OR Q=YMax) THEN 900
FOR J=20 TO 120 STEP 2

IF Q=0 THEN
MOVE 20,7.5*1+15
DRAW 120,7.5*1+15
J=120

ELSE
MOVE J, 7.5* 1+ 15
DRAW J ,7.5*1+15+1 .E-6

END IF
NEXT J

NEXT I
F=1.5E+3
P= 100 ~ ( 114 )
FOR 1=0 TO 4

MOVE 100*1/4+17.5,11
LABEL USING "Z.DDESZ";F
IF 1=1 OR 1=2 OR 1=3 THEN

FOR J=15 TO 90 STEP 2
MOVE I*100/4+20,J
DRAW I*100/4+20.J+l.E-6

NEXT J
END IF
F=F*P

NEXT I
MOVE 20.15
DRAW 120,15
DRAW 120,90
DRAW 20,90
DRAW 20.15
!
! ~he paraMeters are read in and the grid is drawn
!
PENLIP
INPUT "Faktor of change in cOMponents=?" ,Ch

!
!
!
I Starting an iteration
!
Pict=1 The netwerk characteristics have to be drawn yet.

If pict=0, only the parts of the characteristics.
which are to be optiMized are calculated. To draw
the characteristic on the graphics device, the
COMplete characteristic hBS to be calculated, and
therefore the flag pict is set to 1.

IF First THEN
CALL Main(R( *) ,L< *) ,Cl *) ,Fault( *) ,SI *) ,Piet ,LMax)
First=0 I The characterlstics of the network, which has to

! be optiMized, are calculated. Th15 i5 dene only



One by one, the co~ponents are changed a little, and the influence
on the characteristic is recorded in the gradient vector

! once, just before the first iteration. Therefore
First is ~ade equal to zero. The devlation of
the object functlon is put in Fault(*), and the
characterlstics are put in S(*).

FOR 1=1 TO 5
1nd=L( I)
U I )= 1.01 *1nd
CALL Mai n( R( * ) ,U * ) ,Cl * ) ,Fault (* ) I S( * ) ,P iet ,LMax)
New_sul"l=DROUND( SUM( Faul t ),11 )
IF SUI"l_faults-New_sul"l>0 THEN

Gradient(I)=Sul"l_faults-New_su~

ELSE
L< 1 )=Ind/1 .01
CALL Main( R( *) ,L< *) ,Cl *) ,Faul ti *) ,SI *) ,Piet ,Ll"lax)
New_su~=DROUND( SUM( Faul t ),11 )
IF SUI"l_faults-New_su~>0 THEN

Gradient(I)=New_sul"l-Su~_faults

END IF
END IF
L< I )=Ind
Cap=C( I)
C( 1)=1.01 *Cap
CALL Main(R( *) ,L< *) ,Cl *) ,Fault( *) ,SI *) ,Piet ,Ll"lax)
New_sul"l=DROUND( SUM( Faul t ) ,11 )
IF Su~_faults-New_sul"l>0 THEN

Gradient(I+5)=Sul"l_faults-New_sul"l
EL SE

C( I )=Cap/1 .01
CALL Ma i n( R( * ) ,L< * ) ,C ( * ) ,Fau 1ti * ) ,S ( * ) ,P i et ,Ll"lax )
New_sul"l=DROUND( SUM( Faul t ),11 )
IF SUI"l_faults-New_sul"l>0 THEN

Gradient(I+5)=New_sul"l-Sul"l_faults
END 1F

END IF
C(I)=Cap
Res=R( I)
R( I )=1 .01 *Res
CALL Main( R( *) ,L< *) ,Cl *) ,Faul t (*) ,SI * ) ,P iet ,Ll"lax)
New_su~=DROUND( SUM( Faul t ) ,11 )
1F Su~_faults-New_sul"l>0 THEN

Gradient(I+10)=Su~_faults-New_sul"l

EL SE
R( I )=Res/1 .01
CALL Main( R( *) ,L< *) ,Cl *) ,Faul ti "') ,SI "') ,Piet ,Ll"lax)
New_sul"l=DROUND( SUM( Faul t ),11 )
IF Su~_faults-New_su~>0 THEN

Gradient(1+10)=New_su~-Sul"l_faults

END IF
END 1F

The gradient
vector is
init iali zed

The three
characterlstics
are drawn

To prevent differences in
SUM(Fault), caused by li~ited

significance of the co~puter,

it is rounded.

END 1F
FOR Piet=1 TO 3

CALL Picture(S(*),Pict,Y~in,Y~ax)

NEXT Piet
P i et =0
REAL Gradient( 15)
FOR 1=1 TO 15

Gradient ( I )=0
NEXT I !
Su~_faul ts=DROUND( SUM( Faul t), 11 )

1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980



1990 NEn I
2000 I

2010 I The gradient vector has been calculated
2020 I

END
!

The cOMponents are changed according to its gradient coordinate,
which is norMalized by dividing it by GeM_grad, and to the
factor Ch, which is chosen at each iteration

SUB Ma i n ( R( * ) ,L< * ) ,C ( * ) ,Fau 1 t ( * ) ,S ( * ) ,P 1et ,LMa~; )
M=100".01
F=1.SE+3

CRT
Press CONTINUE for the next iteration

! At 510, the graphics device is initialized again, before
! the next iteration is executed

The characteristics
of the new network
are calculated, and
they are drawn.

I The average of the Magn1tude of the
coordinates of the grad1ent vector
lS calculated. If the SUM of the
Magn1tudes is eQual to zero, the
network cannot be iMproved anyMore,
so the prograM is finished.

=";R(2)
=";L(2)
=" ;C(2)
=";R(3)
=";L(3)
=";C(3)
="jR(4)
=";L(4)
="jC(4)
=" jR(S)
=";L<S)
=";C(S)

"Rl=";R(l)
"Ll=";L<I)
"Cl =";C(l)

Tot=0
FOR 1=1 TO 15

Tot=Tot+ABS(Gradient(I»
NEXT I
IF Tot=0 THEN

PRINTER IS 701
PRINT "READY"
PRINTER IS CRT
GOTO 2570

END IF
GeM_grad=Tot/15

!
!
!
!
!
FOR 1=1 TO 5

L(I )=(l+Ch*Gradient(I)/GeM_grad)*L(I)
C( I )=( 1/( 1+Ch*Gradient( I+S )/GeM_grad) )*C( I )
R( I )=( 1+Ch*Gradient (1+10 )/6eM_grad )*R( I)

NEXT I
!
! The new COMponent values have been calculated
!
Pict=1
CALL Ma i n( R( * ) ,L< * ) ,C ( * ) ,F au 1t ( * ) ,S ( * ) ,P i et ,LMax )
FOR Piet=l TO 3

CALL Picture(S(*),Pict,YMin,YMax)
NEXT Piet
P i et =0
PRINTER IS 701
PRINT "New COMponent values are:"
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "R2
PRINT "L2
PRINT "C2
PRINT "R3
PRINT "L3
PRINT "C3
PRINT "R4
PRINT "L4
PRINT "C4
PRINT "RS
PRINT "LS
PRINT "CS
PRINT
PRINT
PRINTER IS
PAUSE !
60TO 510

2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640



2650 W=2*PI*F
2660
26710
26810 DeterMination of the iMpedance resp. adMlttance of the branches
269(2)
271010 REAL Rez(5),IMz(5)
2710 Rez(I)=R(IO)
27210 IMz( 1 )=10
2730
27410
27510 FDR 1=(2) TD 11010
27610
27710
27810 DMitting of the calculation of the piece of the characteristic,
27910 which is to be neglected for" the optiMization. This will only
281010 be done, if pict=0, because then no picture of the characteristic
28110 has to be drawn.
28210
2830 IF Pict=0 THEN
28410 WHILE 1>9 AND 1<91
28510 W=M*W
2860 1=1+1
2870 END WH1LE
2880 END IF
2890
2900
2910 Reg=R(l)
29210 IMg=W*L< 1 )-1/( W*C( 1 »
2930 Rez(2)=FNRe_inv(Reg,IMg)
29410 IMz(2)=FNIM_inv(Reg,1Mg)
2950 Reg=I/R(2)
2960 IMg=W*C(2)-1/(W*L(2»
2970 Rez(3)=FNRe_inv(Reg,IMg)
29810 IMz(3)=FNIM_inv(Reg,IMg)
2990 Reg=R(3)
31000 1Mg=W*L(3)-1/(W*C(3»
3010 Rez(4)=FNRe_inv(Reg,IMg)
3020 IMz(4)=FNIM_inv(Reg,IMg)
3030 Reg=R(5)
3040 IMg=W*L(5)-I/(W*C(S»
30510 Rea=1/R(4)+FNRe_inv(Reg,IMg)
31060 1Ma=W*C(4)-I/(W*L(4»+FNIM_inv(Reg,1Mg)
30710 Rez(S)=FNRe_inv(Rea,IMa)
3(2)80 IMz(5)=FNIM_inv(Rea,IMa)
3090
3100
31110 OeterMination of the chain Matrix and the function values resulting
3120 froM it
3130
3140 REAL Rek(2,2),IMk(2,2)
31510 CALL K(Rez(*),IMz(*),Rek<*),IMfd*»
31610 S( 1,1 )=SQR( 1/(Rek( 1,1 )h2+IMk< 1,1 )"2»
3170 S(2,I)=SQR«Rez(5)h2+IMz(S)"2)/(Rek(I,2)h2+IMk(I,2)"2»
3180 S( 3,1 )=SQR( (Rek( 1,2 )h2+IMk( 1,2 )h2 )/( Rek( 1,1 )h2+IMk< 1,1 )h2»
31910
32100
32110 DeterMination of the deviation of the desired value
32210
32310 Fault ( 1 ,I )=0
3240 Fault(2,I)=0
32510 Fault(3,I)=0
3260 IF 1<=9 TH EN
3270 IF S(I,I»I.1 THEN Fault(I,I)=(S(I,I)-l )"2
32810 IF SI 1 ,I )<.9 THEN Fault( 1,1 )=( I/S( 1,1 )-1 )"2
32910 IF L(4»LMa::--: THEN Fault(3,I>=(L<4)/LMal':-1 )"2
3300 END IF



3310 IF 1)=91 THEN
33Z0 IF 5(1,1».01 TH EN Fault(l,II=(S(1,I)/.01-1)"Z
3330 IF 5(Z,I».01 THEN Fault(2,I)=(S(2,l)/.01-1)~2

3340 IF S(3,I)<50 THEN Fault(3,II=(50/S(3,II-l 1"2
3350 END IF
3360
3370 W=M*W
3380
3390 NEXT I
3400
3410 SUB END
34Z0 !
3430 !
3440 !
3450 ! Function to deterMine the inverse of a cOMplex nUMber
3460 !
3470 OEF FNRe_inv(RecoMpl,IMcoMpl)
3480 RETURN RecoMpl/(RecoMpl~2+IMcoMpl"2)

3490 FNENO
3500 OEF FNIM_inv(RecoMpl ,IMcoMpl)
3510 RETURN -IMcoMpl/(RecoMpl"2+IMcoMpl"2)
3520 FNENO
3530 !
3540 !
3550 !
3560 ! Sub-algorithM to deterMine the chain Matrix
3570 !
3580 SUB K(Rez(*),IMz(*),Rek(*),IMk(*))
3590 Rek( 1,1 )=0
3600 IMld 1 ,1 )=0
3610 Rek(1,2)=1
36Z0 IMk ( 1 ,2 )=0
3630 Rek(Z,l )=1
3640 IMk(Z,l )=0
3650 Rek(Z,Z)=0
3660 IMk(Z,2)=0
3670 FOR 1=1 TO 5
3680 Re=Rek( 1,2)
3690 IM=IMk< 1 ,2 )
3700 Rek(1 ,2)=Rek(l,l )+FNRe_Mult(Rez(I),IMz(I),Re,IM)
3710 IMk(l,2)=IMldl,l )+FNIM_Mult(Rez(I),Im(I),Re,IM)
3720 Rek ( 1 ,1 )=Re
3730 IMk ( 1 ,1 )=IM
3740 Re=Rek(Z,Z)
3750 IM=IMk(Z,Z)
3760 Rek( 2,2 )=Rek( 2,1 )+FNRe_Mult( Rez( I) ,IMz( I) ,Re ,IM)
3770 IMk(2,2)=IMk(2,1)+FNIM_Mult(Rez(I),IMz(I),Re,IM)
3780 Rek< 2,1 )=Re
3790 IMk(2,l)=IM
3800 NEXT I
3810 SUBEND
3820 !
3830 !
3840 I

3850 Function to deterMine the product of two cOMplex nUMbers
3860
3870 DEF FNRe_Mult(Recl ,IMcl ,Rec2 ,IMc2)
3880 RETURN Recl*Rec2-IMcl*IMc2
3890 FNEND
3900 OEF FNIM_Mult (Rec 1 ,IMc 1 ,Rec2 . IMcZ)
3910 RETURN Recl*IMc2+IMcl*RecZ
3920 FNEND
3930 I

3940 I

3950 I

3960 I Sub-algorlthM to draw the characteristics



3970
3980 SUB Pleture< S( *) ,P iet, Yr'1ln. YI"1B><)
3990 PLOTTER IS 3,"INTERNAL"
4000 P$=" N"
4010 LINPUT "PLOTTER-? (Y/N)" ,P$
4020 IF P$="Y" THEN
4030 PLOTTER IS 705,"HPGL"
4040 ELSE
4050 PLOTTER IS 3,"INTERNAL"
4060 END IF
4070 Y0-( 15*YI"1BX-90*YMin)/(YI"1Bx-YI"11n)
4080 Rc=75/(YMBx-YI"11n)
4090 FOR 1-0 TO 100
4100 Splot-Rc*20*LGT(S(Pict ,I »+Y0
4110 IF Splot>90 TH EN
4120 PLOT 1+20,90
4130 GOTO 4220
4140 END IF
4150 IF Splot<15 THEN
4160 PLOT 1+20,15
4170 GOTO 4220
4180 END IF
4190 IF Splot>-15 OR Splot<-90 THEN
4200 PLOT I+20,Splot
4210 END IF
4220 NEXT I
4230 PENUP
4240 SUBEND
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Appendix V

Component values of the Chebyshev filter:

L1 = 3,15 pH
Cl = 536 nF
L2 = 9,38 ).lH
C2 = 180 nF
L3 = 2, 6 ).lH
C3 = 649 nF
L4 = 18,75 pH
C4 = 90 nF
R5 = 5012
L5 = 225 ).lH
CS = 7.5 nF

Component values of the network approximating a
Butterworth filter characteristic:

L1 = 4,63 pH
Cl = 365 nF
L2 = 18,1 pH
C2 = 91,9 nF
L3 = 2,81 pH
C3 = 602 nF
L4 = 19,9 ).lH
C4 = 84,9 nF
R5 = 49,51l
L5 = 225 pH
CS = 7.51 nF

V-10

in- out-
~C_l JC_3 _

fig. V.1. The filter network
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